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1. 

SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR 
OPTIMIZATION OF A PROMOTION PLAN 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the field of promotion 
optimization. More specifically, the present invention relates 
to optimizing a promotion plan that takes into account a user 
defined promotion strategy and promotion constraints. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Enterprises commonly employ promotional techniques to 
improve profits, revenues, sales Volumes, and the like. Pro 
motion events are actions an enterprise might take to get 
consumers to buy products. For instance, an enterprise may 
adjust prices as needed to encourage sales of particular prod 
ucts. Alternatively, or in addition to price adjustments, an 
enterprise may specially present or advertise its products to 
increase consumer awareness and demand. Because of the 
variety of promotion discounts often applied at any one time, 
the complexity of the market, regional variance in sales, and 
difficulties in understanding customer response, it is usually 
very difficult to plan promotion events and pricing adjust 
ments to meet enterprise-specific objectives. Another prob 
lem arises with the difficulty of accurately forecasting effec 
tiveness of various promotional tools and price adjustments, 
and evaluating the influence of each promotional event on the 
overall enterprise objectives. 

Generating promotion plans and predicting the conse 
quences of various pricing and promotion strategies, espe 
cially when faced with an astronomical number of products 
and combinations, is beyond the capabilities of the unaided 
human mind. A particular problem faced by a user making 
promotion and pricing decisions includes, for example, the 
estimated optimal values of prices for selected products may 
be incompatible with overall enterprise objectives, such as 
improving revenues, profits, sales Volumes, and such. There 
fore, such promotion and pricing decisions are unacceptable. 
A number of techniques and computerized systems have 

been developed for optimizing promotion decisions. How 
ever, some of these techniques and systems cannot efficiently 
process the astronomical number of products and combina 
tions to arrive at an optimal promotion plan and forecast 
demand in response to the promotion plan. Moreover, these 
techniques cannot adequately account for the variations in 
product pricing across a variety of stores of an enterprise 
when determining an optimal promotion plan. Another prob 
lem with the prior art is that a user cannot make promotion 
and pricing decisions based one or more objectives of the 
enterprise, and vary those promotion and pricing decisions 
based on a relative weight of realizing those objectives. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is an advantage of the present invention that 
a system and method for optimization of a promotion plan are 
provided. 

It is another advantage of the present invention that a sys 
tem and method are provided that can accomplish enterprise 
scale optimization to arrive at an optimal promotion plan 
within reasonable computer processing time limits. 

Another advantage of the present invention is that a system 
and method are provided that can make promotion and pric 
ing decisions based on a relative weight of realizing one or 
more objectives of the enterprise. 
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2 
The above and other advantages of the present invention 

are carried out in one form by a method of providing a pro 
motion plan for merchandising of products for sale by an 
enterprise. The method entails receiving base data for the 
products, the base data including allowable offers for the 
products and price rules that affect the offers. A margin bud 
get is established for the promotion plan, the margin budget 
defining an amount of margin the enterprise is willing to forgo 
for a promotion event implementing the promotion plan. A 
scenario is generated for the promotion plan in response to the 
base data, and the scenario is optimized to obtain decisions 
for the promotion plan, the decisions being constrained by the 
margin budget. The promotion plan indicating the obtained 
decisions is presented for implementation by the enterprise 
during the promotion event. The obtained decisions include a 
list of the products, each of the products in the list being 
associated with one of the offers and one of the price rules. 
The above and other advantages of the present invention 

are carried out in another form by a system for providing a 
promotion plan for merchandising of products for sale by an 
enterprise. The system includes an input for receiving base 
data for the products, a margin budget, and a promotion 
strategy from a user. The base data includes allowable offers 
for the products and price rules that affect the offers. The 
margin budget defines an amount of margin the enterprise is 
willing to forgo for a promotion event implementing the 
promotion plan. A scenario generator is in communication 
with the input for acquiring the base data, the budget margin, 
and the promotion strategy to generate a scenario for the 
promotion plan. An optimization engine, in communication 
with the scenario generator, is configured to identify promo 
tion choices of the allowable offers as affected by the price 
rules, model market demand for each of the products to 
receive demand outcomes responsive to the promotion 
choices, and utilize the demand outcomes to obtain decisions 
for the promotion plan in accordance with the promotion 
strategy, the decisions being constrained by said margin bud 
get. The system further includes an output for presenting the 
promotion plan indicating the obtained decisions for imple 
mentation by the enterprise during the promotion event, the 
obtained decisions including a list of the products. Each of the 
products in the list is associated with one of the offers and one 
of the price rules. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

A more complete understanding of the present invention 
may be derived by referring to the detailed description and 
claims when considered in connection with the Figures, 
wherein like reference numbers refer to similar items 
throughout the Figures, and: 

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of an exemplary computing 
environment within which the method of the present inven 
tion may be practiced; 

FIG. 2 shows a table of exemplary promotion choices that 
may be implemented during a promotion event; 
FIG.3 shows an illustration of promotion event strategies 

in terms of three objectives of an enterprise: 
FIG. 4 shows a flowchart of a promotion plan provision 

process in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 5 shows a flowchart of a product level demand mod 
eling Subprocess; 

FIG. 6 shows a table of a demand outcome database; 
FIG. 7 shows a table depicting a demand model 122; 
FIGS. 8-9 show a flowchart of an enterprise-scale optimi 

Zation process; 
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FIGS. 10-11 show a flowchart of a global extreme point 
definition Subprocess; 

FIG. 12 shows a table that may form part of an extreme 
points database; 

FIG. 13 shows a graph of an exemplary frontier of first 
extreme points of profit versus revenue for one product; 

FIG. 14 shows a table of global extreme points for profit 
versus revenue obtained through the execution of the global 
extreme point definition Subprocess; 

FIG. 15 shows a graph of an exemplary first global frontier 
of the global extreme points of FIG. 14; 

FIG.16 shows a table of extreme points of profit versus unit 
sales that may form part of the extreme points database; 

FIG. 17 shows a graph of an exemplary frontier of second 
extreme points of profit versus unit sales for one product; 

FIG. 18 shows a table of global extreme points for profit 
versus unit sales obtained through the execution of the global 
extreme point definition Subprocess; 

FIG. 19 shows a graph of an exemplary second global 
frontier of the global extreme points of FIG. 18; 

FIG. 20 shows a graph of an exemplary frontier surface that 
may be obtained through the execution of the global extreme 
point definition Subprocess; 

FIG. 21 shows a graph of an exemplary situation in which 
a solution does not meet a margin budget; 

FIG. 22 shows a chart of global extreme points obtained 
through the execution of global extreme point definition sub 
process 1200 that take into account three objectives of the 
enterprise; 

FIG. 23 shows a table of fifteen strategy solutions for each 
of promotion strategy obtained the from frontier surface of 
FIG. 17; and 

FIG. 24 shows a table utilized to test the consistency of the 
strategy solutions of FIG. 23. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The following is a glossary of terms used herein: 
Enterprise: Any public, private, or governmental organiza 

tion that provides products to be consumed by others, whether 
or not for profit. Presumably, an enterprise competes with 
other enterprises for the attention of customers and potential 
CuStOmerS. 

Products: Are items in the form of individual goods, a 
collection of goods (i.e., an ad group), services, or a combi 
nation of goods and services. Products are considered to be 
consumed within the present context when physically and/or 
legally transferred to the customer, Such as when a transaction 
OCCU.S. 

Promotion: An action a retailer takes to get shoppers to buy 
products. A promotion can be an action other than reducing 
the price or in addition to reducing the price. 

Promotion Event: An instance, bounded by time, of a pro 
motion, i.e., a collection of products with associated promo 
tion rules, set of stores, and time interval. A promotion event 
has global rules describing an event strategy and promotion 
product selection. 
Medium: A Vehicle used to convey advertising messages to 

an audience. The medium may be print, radio, store signage, 
or prominent placement. 

Promotion Strategy: Is the fundamental underpinning of a 
promotion plan designed to reach particular objectives, these 
objectives having measurable results. In the invention, the 
promotion strategy can be determined by a rank ordering of 
some or all of three objectives: Profit Objective, Revenue 
Objective, and Unit Sales Objective. 
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4 
Profit Objective: Attempt to realize the maximum profit 

(trying to make money). 
Profit: The net gain from an activity. The excess of revenues 

over outlays in a given period of time (including depreciation 
and other non-cash expenses). Example: (Selling price minus 
cost price) times quantity of units sold. 

Revenue Objective: Attempt to realize the maximum rev 
enue without regard for cost. 

Revenue: The entire amount of income before any deduc 
tions are made, i.e., price times quantity sold (trying togen 
erate business). 

Unit Sales Objective: Attempt to realize the maximum 
number of units sold without regard to price or cost. 

Unit Sales: Sales measured in terms of physical units rather 
than dollars (trying to increase customer count). 

Unit Cost: Calculated cost for a given unit of a product. 
Unit cost can include the real costs incurred to purchase, 
store, distribute, Stock, and sell a particular product. 

Promotional Lift: Demand increase due to promotion 
activity. 

Category Manager. One who is responsible for marketing 
a category of relating products within a chain of stores. 
Demand: Is the quantity of a product that consumers are 

willing to purchase and have the capacity to buy at the given 
price and promotion per unit of time. 

Model: Is a representation of a system that allows for 
investigation of the properties of the system and prediction of 
future outcomes. 
Demand Model: Describes the relationship between one or 

more merchandising levers (product price, promotion, loca 
tion in Store, logistics/inventory, and assortment) and con 
Sumer demand for a group of products. 

Global Rules: Describe a promotion event strategy and 
promotion product selection. 

Promotion Choices: Are rules for each product. These rules 
encompass a range of offers and prices i.e., what kinds of 
offers are allowed for each product and what price rules 
govern each kind of offer. 

Offer: A proposal to enter into certain arrangements. In 
accordance with the present invention, an offer indicates a 
particular promotion type, such as percent off, amount off. 
discount price, and so forth. 

Price Rule: Rule or rules that governs an offer. 
Ad group: A collection of products grouped together with 

a common offer and price rule. 
(Gross) Margin: Expresses the relationship between gross 

profit and sales revenue. It can be expressed in absolute terms 
orasaratio of gross profit to sales revenue, usually in the form 
of a percentage (i.e. Gross Margin Percentage=100*(Rev 
enue-Cost of goods Sold)/Revenue). Use of the term “Mar 
gin' in the present invention refers to the Gross Margin per 
centage, i.e. Profit/Revenue. Gross Margin directly tells a 
user how many of the sale dollars are profit. Example: Product 
cost of S100 and selling price of S150 yields a 33% margin, 
i.e., 100*(150-100)/150–33%. 

Margin lower limit: A minimum allowable amount of profit 
to be gained on the sale of a product. 

Margin Budget: (in accordance with the present invention) 
Is the amount of margin, relative to regular price, that the 
retailer is willing to forgo for a promotion event. Conse 
quently, margin budget equals margin (at regular price) minus 
the margin lower limit. 

Those skilled in the art will appreciate that managers of an 
enterprise desire to understand and achieve the objectives of 
the enterprise. However, managers typically do not wish 
merely to realize a single objective. Such as maximum profit, 
revenue, and or unit sales, but may additionally wish to realize 
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multiple objectives of the enterprise. Moreover, these man 
agers may wish to realize multiple objectives of the enterprise 
during a promotion event. The preferred embodiments of the 
present invention provide a useful tool for computing deci 
sions for a promotion plan, those decisions including a list of 
products (individual goods, ad groups, and/or services) to be 
included in the promotion plan as well as associated offers 
and price rules that affect the offers. Moreover, the present 
invention enables the economically efficient computation of 
decisions, while taking into account the relationship between 
the objectives of an enterprise and user determined promotion 
constraints. 
The present invention constrains optimization of the pro 

motion plan by the margin budget, i.e., the amount of margin, 
relative to regular price, that the retailer is willing to forgo for 
a promotion event. Use of a margin budget avoids the ambi 
guity of whatever technique the enterprise uses for account 
ing. For example, some enterprises use product price and cost 
to compute margin, whereas other enterprises may take other 
factors into account (storage, shrinkage, etc.) to arrive at a 
different number for the original cost. 

In the following discussion relating to FIGS. 1-24, each 
Figure’s reference numerals are keyed-in to its respective 
Figure number, i.e., FIG. 1 has reference numerals in the 
100's, FIG. 2 has reference numerals in the 200's, and so 
forth. 

FIG. 1 

FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of an exemplary computing 
environment 100 within which the method of the present 
invention may be practiced. FIG.1 depicts a processor section 
102 in communication with an input section 104, an output 
section 106, and memory 108. Nothing prevents processor 
section 102, input section 104, output section 106, and/or 
memory 108 from including numerous Subsections that may 
or may not be located near each other. Thus, computing 
environment 100 may be provided by any of a vast number of 
general or special purpose computers and/or computer net 
works. 
Memory 108 represents any manner of computer-readable 

media, including both primary memory (e.g., semiconductor 
devices with higher data transfer rates) and secondary 
memory (e.g., semiconductor, magnetic, and/or optical Stor 
age devices with lower data transfer rates). Input section 104 
represents any manner of input elements (i.e., a keyboard, 
mouse, etc.) and output section 106 represents any manner of 
output elements (i.e., monitors, printers, etc.). Data and com 
puter programs may be transferred in to or out from memory 
108 through input and output sections 104 and 106, respec 
tively. 
Memory 108 is depicted as having a code section 110 and 

a data section 112. Those skilled in the art will appreciate that 
any distinction between sections 110 and 112 may be due 
merely to different types of data and need not be due to 
physically different types of memory devices. Code section 
110 stores any number of the types of computer programs 
typically found on computers and/or computer networks. In 
addition, code section 110 includes a scenario generator 114 
and a promotion optimization engine 116 that may be parti 
tioned into an optimizer code segment 118, a business rules 
code segment 120, and a demand model code segment 122. 

Prior to being transferred to memory 108, scenario genera 
tor 114 and a promotion optimization engine 116 may have 
resided on a computer-readable medium 124. Computer 
readable medium 124 represents any location or storage 
device from which computer programs may be accessed, 
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6 
including remote servers, CD ROMs, and the like. Scenario 
generator 114 and a promotion optimization engine 116, and 
code segments 118, 120, and 122 thereof, provide computer 
software that instructs processor section 102 how to receive 
and manipulate a plurality of data inputs 126 via input section 
104. The computer software further instructs processor sec 
tion 102 to generate a promotion plan 128 for a promotion 
event in response to data inputs 126 and instructs processor 
section 102 to output promotion plan 126 via output section 
106. Data products that may be created and stored in data 
section 112 through the execution of promotion optimization 
engine 116 include a demand outcome database 130, and 
extreme points database 132, and a global extreme points 
database 134, all of which will be discussed in greater detail 
below. 

Data inputs 126 may include one or more of the following, 
a promotion event date? duration 136, an advertising medium 
138, a store list 140 of stores at which the promotion event is 
to occur, product base data 142, a promotion strategy 144, and 
a margin budget 146. Product base data 142 may include for 
each product, a current price per store 148, a unit cost per 
store 150, and promotion choices 152. Promotion plan 128 
includes, for example, promotion event date? duration 136, 
store list 140, and optimization decisions, in the form of a 
product/promotion choice list 150, determined through the 
execution of scenario generator 114 and promotion optimi 
Zation engine 116. 

Business rules code segment 120 defines the operations, 
definitions and constraints that apply to the enterprise in 
achieving its objectives. For example, business rules code 
segment 120 allows a choice of offer types for each product. 
The offer may be made to all shoppers or to a qualified 
shopper community Such as a store club card or membership 
in a particular club. Some of the offer types have a selection of 
price rules that affect the offers. Offers and price rules will be 
discussed in greater detail in connection with FIG. 2. 

Business rules code segment 120 may also allow for pro 
motion optimization engine 116 to operate in a particular 
mode. Pertinent to the present invention two operating modes 
include 1) the user selects products and stores, and optimiza 
tion engine 116 chooses offers and price rules, and 2) client 
selects products and stores and optimization engine 116 
chooses a Subset of the products, offers, and price rules. 

Business rules code segment 120 may further define 
required common promotion rules. These common promo 
tion rules may indicate that each product promoted in a pro 
motion event is promoted with the same offer and price rule in 
every store. In addition, to be considered for optimization, 
prices must be valid for every store in the promotion event. 
For example, if one store has a regular price of $3.49 for a 
product while all the others in the promotion event have a 
regular price of S4.95, then a $4.00 discount is not considered 
a valid choice for that product. Other common promotion 
rules may specify that collections of products, i.e., ad groups, 
are to be kept together with a common offer and price rule. For 
example, all flavors of one brand of yogurt have the same offer 
and price rule. 

FIG 2 

FIG. 2 shows a table 200 of exemplary promotion choices 
202 that may be implemented during a promotion event. A 
promotion choice 202 includes an offer 204 and a price rule 
206 that affects offer 204. An optimal promotion choice 202 
determined through the execution of promotion optimization 
engine 116 yields one offer 204 and one price rule 206 per 
product or ad group. 
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Some offers 204 have a selection of price rules. For 
example, an offer 204 of “Discount Percent” includes a list of 
price rules 206, for example 10%, 20%, 30%, and so forth. 
Price rules 206 for “Discount Percent offer 204 define a 
number of allowable percent-off values. Price rules 206 for 
“Discount Amount' offer 204 define a list of discount 
amounts, for example, S0.20, S0.40, S0.60, and so forth. Price 
rules 206 for “Discount Price' offer 204 define a list of 
allowable price settings, for example, S1.29, S1.39, S1.49. 
and so forth. Global parameters may be implemented to 
restrict prices for “Discount Amount offer 204 and “Dis 
count Price' offer 204 to a prescribed percentage range of 
regular price so that optimization does not inadvertently take 
too large or Small of an amount off. 

Table 200 further illustrates offers 204 that may only have 
one associated price rule 206, For example, "Buy One Get 
One Free' offer 204 has one associated price rule 206, i.e., 
two for half price. Similarly, “Every Day Low Price' offer 
204 has one associated price rule 206, i.e., regular price (with 
promotional lift). “Buy M for One Price and Get N for 
Another Price' offer 204 has two number parameters (Mand 
N) and two prices. The aforementioned offers 204 and price 
rules 206 were presented for illustrative purposes. Other 
offers 204 can be added to table 200. One exemplary offer 204 
includes another product as motivation for purchase. Such as 
a “meal deal’ that bundles a food choice and a drink choice 
together for a reduced price. 

FIG 3 

FIG. 3 shows an illustration of a strategy triangle of pro 
motion strategies 300 interms of three objectives of an enter 
prise. These three objectives include a profit objective, a 
revenue objective, and a unit sales objective. In accordance 
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, fifteen 
promotion strategies 300 define a space of strategy choices 
for optimizing a promotion event. This space of strategy 
choices is represented by the strategy triangle that character 
izes a ranking, or hierarchy, of the one or more objectives 
within each of promotion strategies 300. Promotion plan 128 
is created in response to a user selected one of promotion 
strategies 300. 

Three of promotion strategies 300 are single objective 
strategies located at the vertices of the strategy triangle. These 
include a pure-profit strategy 302, a pure-revenue strategy 
304, and a pure-unit sales strategy 306. Six of promotion 
strategies 300 are two-objective promotion strategies 300 
located on the sides of the strategy triangle. These include a 
profit-revenue strategy 308, a revenue-profit strategy 310, a 
profit-unit sales strategy 312, a unit sales-profit strategy 314, 
a revenue-unit sales Strategy 316, and a unit sales-revenue 
strategy 318. 
The interior of the strategy triangle is populated with three 

objective promotion strategies 300. These include a profit 
revenue-unit sales strategy 320, a profit-unit sales-revenue 
strategy 322, a revenue-profit-unit sales strategy 324, a rev 
enue-unit sales-profit strategy 326, a unit sales-profit-revenue 
strategy 328, and a unit sales-revenue-profit strategy 330. 

In general, for pure-profit strategy 302, the profit objective 
is achieved by finding the most profitable products, offers, 
and price rules for a promotion event. If the most profitable 
choices of products, offers, and prices does not meet margin 
budget 146, then promotion optimization engine 116 allows 
regular price as one of promotion choices 202 and finds a 
strategy solution within margin budget. 

Similarly, for pure-revenue strategy 304, the revenue 
objective is achieved by finding the highest revenue for the 
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promotion event that meets margin budget 146. The highest 
revenue offer 204 and price rule 206 for each product gener 
ates the highest revenue for the promotion event. Typically, 
however, the overall high revenue solution is below margin 
budget 146, and a search is made for the highest feasible 
selection of products, offers 204, and price rules 206. 

Pure-unit sales strategy 306 is achieved by finding the 
highest unit sales for the promotion event that meets margin 
budget 146. Typically, unit sales strategy 306 is a profit-unit 
sales compromise since as unit sales increase with lowering 
price, a lower margin results until margin budget 146 is not 
met. 

Promotion optimization engine 116 utilizes frontier math 
ematics to find trade-offs between profit, revenue, and unit 
sales objectives of an enterprise to arrive at promotion plan 
128 whose combination of products, offers 204, and price 
rules 206 most closely meets the selected one of promotion 
strategies 300 without violating margin budget 146. Frontier 
mathematics entails the computation of extreme points, also 
known as boundary points or frontier points. In general, for 
any bounded set S and any linear objective function f(x), xeS. 
there will be a maximum value of f(x) where x is an extreme 
point of S. An extreme point in S is a point not in an open line 
segment between two other points in S. 

Solutions for the six two-objective promotion strategies 
300 are found by finding the nearest extreme-point combina 
tions of products, offers 204 and price rules 206 to weighted 
averages of pure strategies (i.e., pure-profit strategy 302, 
pure-revenue strategy 304, and pure-unit sales strategy 306). 
A weighted average for a two-objective strategy A-B may be 
(2/3)A+(/3)B. For example, profit-revenue strategy 308 uses a 
pure-profit optimum and a pure-revenue optimum and looks 
for the closest extreme-point solution to (%)profit--(/3)rev 
CUC. 

Solutions for the six three-objective promotion strategies 
300 are found by finding the nearest extreme-point combina 
tions of products, offers 204 and price rules 206 to weighted 
averages of all three pure strategies. A weighted average for a 
three-objective strategy A-B-C may be (3/7)A+(2/7)B+(/7)C. 
For example, profit-revenue-unit sales strategy 320 uses pure 
profit optimum, a pure-revenue optimum, and pure-unit sales 
optimum and looks for the closest extreme-point Solution to 
(3/7)profit--(2/7)revenue--(/7)unit sales. 

FIG. 4 

FIG. 4 shows a flowchart of a promotion plan provision 
process 400 in accordance with a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. FIG. 4 provides a conceptual vision of 
the present invention for comprehensiveness of description. 
However, those skilled in the art will readily recognize that 
task flow may vary greatly from that which is presented herein 
in response to actual code instructions of a computer program 
of the present invention. In addition, it should be understood 
that tasks described herein may be performed manually by a 
decision-maker or may be carried out, at least in part, within 
computing environment 100 by scenario generator 114 and 
promotion optimization engine 116. 

Promotion plan provision process 400 begins with a task 
402. Attask 402, data inputs 126 are received at processor 102 
via input 104. As mentioned above, data inputs 126 may 
include event date/duration 136, advertising medium 138, 
store list 140, promotion strategy 144, and margin budget 
146. Store list 138 may include a portion or all stores within 
a particular enterprise. Thus, in a large enterprise, promotion 
plan 128 may be optimized for a particular region. Data inputs 
126 may also include product base data 142 which is a listing 
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of products that may be included in a promotion event and 
their associated current price per store 148, cost per store 150, 
and promotion choice 152. Of course, product base data 142 
need not be entered at an onset of promotion plan provision 
process 400, but may instead be stored within a library, or 
database (not shown), of computing environment 100. 
A task 404 is performed in connection with 402. At task 

404, a scenario. 406 for promotion plan 128 is generated 
through execution of scenario generator 114. At task 402, a 
user may be provided with a user interface that allows the user 
to enter various data inputs 126. Scenario generator 114 com 
piles data inputs 126 into scenario. 406 for a promotion event 
408. Scenario. 406 can include date? duration 136, store list 
140, advertising medium 138, and a list 408 of possible prod 
ucts that may be involved in the promotion event. The par 
ticular products, with their associated offers 204 and price 
rules 206, have not yet been determined from list 408 at task 
404. 

Following task 404, a task 410 is performed by promotion 
optimization engine 116. At task 410, scenario. 406 is opti 
mized in accordance with the user entered promotion strategy 
144 to obtain decisions, i.e., product/promotion choice list 
154, for promotion plan 128. These decisions includes an 
optimal combination of products, offers 204, and price rules 
206 constrained by margin budget for product/promotion 
choice list 154 for a particular promotion event. 

Task 410 includes a product-level demand modeling sub 
process 412 and an enterprise-scale modeling Subprocess 
414. Product-level demand modeling subprocess 412 fore 
casts, or predicts, consumer demand for each of possible 
products in list 408 in response to each of promotion choices 
202 (combination of offer 204 and price rule 206) for each 
product at each of stores 138. Subprocess 412 will be 
described in connection with FIGS. 5-11. Enterprise-scale 
optimization Subprocess 414 is executed in response to 
demand outcomes produced by product-level demand mod 
eling Subprocess 412. Subprocess 414 is performed to aggre 
gate the demand outcomes to find the optimal solution for 
promotion plan 128 constrained by margin budget 148 and 
defined by user entered promotion strategy 144. Subprocess 
414 will be described in connection with FIGS. 12-24. 

Execution of product-level demand modeling Subprocess 
412 and an enterprise-scale modeling Subprocess 414 at task 
410 yields promotion plan 128. Following task 410, a task 
416 is performed to forecast consumer demand for the prod 
ucts presented in product/promotion choice list 154 of pro 
motion plan 128. Task 416 may be accomplished through the 
execution of demand model 122, an exemplary demand 
model 122 being shown in FIG. 6. However, various con 
Sumer demand models known to those skilled in the art may 
be executed at task 416. 

Following task 416, a query task 418 determines whether 
promotion plan 128 is acceptable. Acceptability of promotion 
plan 128 may be ascertained by the user, such as a pricing 
manager, a representative of the enterprise, and the like, who 
is authorized to make decisions as to the feasibility of pro 
motion plan. When promotion plan 128 is determined to be 
unacceptable at query task 418, process flow continues with a 
task 420. 

Attask 420, the user may reject promotion plan 128. Rejec 
tion of promotion plan 128 may result in the revision of 
scenario. 406 by implementing, for example, more aggressive 
promotion events, deeper discounts, promotion events with 
more promotional lift, a different menu of products, and so 
forth. Following task 420, promotion plan provision process 
400 exits. 
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When promotion plan 128 is determined to be acceptable at 

query task 418, process flow continues with a task 422. At 
task 422, promotion plan 128 is presented to pricing manag 
ers, store managers, advertising representatives, and the like 
for implementation by the enterprise during the promotion 
event. Furthermore, since optimization takes into account a 
list of stores 140, current price per store 148, and cost per 
store 150, each of the stores 140 can adjust the current price 
per store 148 for a product to a promotion price in accordance 
with the associated product/promotion choice list 154 pro 
vided in promotion plan 128. Following task 422, promotion 
plan provision process 400 exits. 

FIG.S 

FIG. 5 shows a flowchart of product-level demand model 
ing Subprocess 412 executed in connection with optimization 
task 410 of promotion plan provision process 400. Product 
level demand modeling Subprocess 412 is performed on a per 
product basis to obtain demand outcomes for promotion 
choices 202 (offers 204 and price rules 206) allowable for that 
product. 

Subprocess 412 begins at a task 500. At task 500, a “next' 
product is selected from list 408 of products in scenario. 406. 
It should be noted that at a first iteration of task 500, the “next' 
product is a first one of the products in list 408. Thereafter, the 
term “next applies. 
A task 502 is performed in response to task 500. At task 

502, a “next promotion choice 202 is identified for the prod 
uct selected at task 500. Again it should be noted that at a first 
iteration of task 502, the “next promotion choice 202 is a first 
one of promotion choices 202 allowable for that particular 
product. Thereafter, the term “next' applies. Selection task 
500 and identification tasks 502 are exemplified below in 
connection with FIG. 6. Subsequent tasks in the flowchart of 
FIG. 5 shall be discussed herein below, following discussion 
of FIG. 6. 

FIG. 6 

FIG. 6 shows a table of demand outcome database 130 that 
includes products 600 and promotion choices 202 for which 
demand outcomes 604 are to be obtained. Products 600 are 
those in list 408 of scenario. 406, and only a few products 600 
and promotion choices 202 are shown for simplicity of illus 
tration. However, as shown in connection with a first one of 
products 600, labeled “A”, one of offers 204 allowable with 
product “A” 600 is “Discount Percent”. In addition, price 
rules 206 indicate various allowable percent discounts (10%, 
20%, and 30%). As further shown, promotion choices 202 for 
product 'A' 600 need not be limited to a single one of offers 
204. For example, promotion choices 202 of discount amount 
offer 204 with prices rules 206 of amounts off (S0.20 and 
S0.30) for product “A” 600 are also allowable. It should be 
noted that a single one of promotion choices 200 is one offer 
204 and one specified price rule 206, for example Discount 
Percent and 20% off. 
The object of product level demand modeling subprocess 

412 is to find demand outcomes 604 for each product 600 and 
each promotion choice 202 at each of stores 140 listed in 
scenario. 406. Demand outcomes 604 include a profit amount 
606, a revenue amount 608, and a unit sales amount 610 that 
will be used to obtain decisions for promotion plan 128. 

FIG. 5 Continued 

Referring back to product demand modeling Subprocess 
412, following tasks 500 and 502, a task 504 is performed. At 
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task 504 market demand for the selected product 600 and 
promotion choice 202 is performed. Modeling task 504 is 
exemplified below in connection with FIG. 7. Subsequent 
tasks in the flowchart of FIG. 5 shall be discussed herein 
below, following discussion of FIG. 7. 

FIG. 7 

FIG. 7 shows a table 700 depicting demand model 122. 
While a variety of demand models may be utilized, FIG. 7 
presents an exemplary demand model that models shopper 
demand for product 600 in a particular store in response to the 
identified promotion choice 202. The term V for promotion 
lift reflects the increase in unit sales from a promotion event, 
c, other than the effect of a price change. The effect of a price 
change is addressed in the term -3p. Execution of demand 
model 122 yields profit amount 606, revenue amount 608, and 
unit sales amount 610. 

FIG. 5 Continued 

Referring back to product demand modeling Subprocess 
412, in response to modeling task 504, a task 506 is per 
formed. At task 506, demand outcome 604 for the selected 
product 600 and promotion choice 202 is retained in, for 
example, demand outcome database 130. 

Following task 506, a query task 508 is performed. At 
query task 508, a determination is made as to whether there is 
another one of promotion choices 202 associated with prod 
uct 600 selected at task 500. When there is another promotion 
choice 202, process control loops bask to task 502 to identify 
the next one of promotion choices 202 and model market 
demand for that next one of promotion choices 202. However, 
when query task 508 determines that all promotion choices 
202 for the selected one of products 600 have been exhausted, 
process control proceeds to a task 510. 

At task 510, market demand is modeled for the selected 
product 'A' 600 at its current price per store 140. Market 
demand can be modeled utilizing demand model 122 to 
obtain a demand outcome 604 (profit amount 606, revenue 
amount 608, and unit sales amount 610) at regular price. 
A task 512 is performed in connection with task.510. A task 

512, demand outcome 604 for the selected product “A” 600 at 
its current price is retained in, for example, extreme points 
database 132. 

Following task 512, a query task 514 is performed. At 
query task 5140, a determination is made as to whether there 
is another of products 600 from list 408 of products in sce 
nario 406 for which demand for various promotion choices 
202 is to be modeled. When there is another of products 600, 
program control loops back to task 500 to select the next one 
of products 600 and conduct another iteration of subprocess 
412. However, when all products 600 have been exhausted 
form list 408, product level demand modeling subprocess 412 
exits. The result of execution of subprocess 412 is population 
of demand outcome database 130. 

FIGS. 8-9 

FIGS. 8-9 show a flowchart of enterprise-scale optimiza 
tion process 414. Enterprise-scale optimization Subprocess 
414 is executed in response to demand outcomes 604 pro 
duced by product-level demand modeling Subprocess 412. 
Subprocess 414 is performed to aggregate demand outcomes 
604 to find the optimal solution for promotion plan 128 con 
strained by margin budget 148 and defined by user entered 
promotion strategy 144. 
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Enterprise-scale optimization Subprocess 414 begins with 

a global extreme point definition subprocess 800. Global 
extreme point definition Subprocess 1200 functions to aggre 
gate demand outcomes 604. Through the execution of Sub 
process 1200, a series of tasks of enterprise-scale optimiza 
tion Subprocess 414 are accomplished. In particular, 
subprocess 1200 performs a task 802, a task 804, and a task 
806. 
At task 802, a first set of global extreme points (profit 

versus revenue, where X-revenue) are found, constrained by 
margin budget 146. At task 804, a second set of global 
extreme points (profit versus unit sales, where X-unit sales) 
are found, constrained by margin budget 146. At 806, an 
intermediate set of global extreme points, profit versus X. 
where X=(1-a)*revenue)+(a unit sales), is found. These 
global extreme points represent a two-dimensional Surface in 
a three-dimensional space, i.e., a frontier Surface of profit, 
revenue, and unit sales. This frontier surface of global 
extreme points will be projected onto the planar strategy 
triangle of FIG. 3 to obtain strategy solutions, discussed 
below. Global extreme point definition subprocess 800 is 
described in connection with FIGS. 10-11. Subsequent tasks 
in the flowchart of FIGS. 8-9 shall be discussed herein below, 
following discussion of FIGS. 10-11. 

FIGS 10-11 

FIGS. 10-11 show a flowchart of global extreme point 
definition subprocess 800. Subprocess 800 finds global 
extreme points for all products 600 that represent a two 
dimensional surface in a three-dimensional space, i.e., a fron 
tier Surface of optimal outcomes of profit, revenue, and unit 
sales. 

Subprocess 800 begins with a task 1000. At task 1400, a 
first objective is selected. In this illustration, the first objective 
is the profit objective. Consequently, a Y coordinate in a 
two-dimensional coordinate system characterizing the 
extreme point is profit. 
A task 1002 is performed in connection with task 1000. A 

next objective is selected at task 1002. In a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention, there are three possible “next 
objectives for the X coordinate in the two-dimensional coor 
dinate system characterizing the extreme point. As noted in a 
chart 1004, X=(1-a)*revenue)*(a unit sales). The three 
objectives are X-revenue with “a set to Zero, X-unit sales 
with “a set to one, and X=(1-a)*revenue)*(aunit sales) for 
0<a<1. At a first iteration of subprocess 800, the “next objec 
tive is one of the objectives for X. In this situation, revenue is 
selected, and 'a' is set to zero. 
A task 1006 is performed following task 1002. At task 

1006, first extreme points are identified for each of products 
600. In this exemplary situation first extreme points are profit 
amount 606 vs. revenue amount 608 for the selected product 
600. Extreme point identification task 1010 is exemplified 
below in connection with FIGS. 12-13. Subsequent tasks in 
the flowchart of FIGS. 10-11 shall be discussed herein below, 
following discussion of FIGS. 12-13. 

FIGS. 12-13 

FIG. 12 shows a table 1200 that may form part of extreme 
points database 132 in which identified first extreme points 
1202 of profit amount 606 versus revenue amount 608 found 
for each of products 600 may be retained. FIG. 13 shows a 
graph 1300 of an exemplary frontier 1302 of first extreme 
points 1202 of profit 606 versus revenue 608 for one of 
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products 600, labeled “A.” As shown in graph 1300, profit 606 
is represented by they axis and revenue 608 is represented by 
the X axis. 
A number of demand outcomes 604 for profit 606 versus 

revenue 608 for product “A” 600 are shown in graph 1300. 
Identification task 1010 finds the set of first extreme points 
1202 that belong on frontier 1302. A first one 1304, labeled 
“1”, of first extreme points 1202 represents one of promotion 
choices 202 for which maximum profit 606 can be realized. 
Subsequent sequential first extreme points 1202 are those 
points having a minimum slope, (AY/AX) w, with a larger 
X-coordinate, i.e., revenue 608. The slope, w, is the value 
needed to get to the “next extreme point along frontier 1302. 
Exemplary first extreme points 1202 and a minimum slope, W. 
1204 are presented in table 1200. 

FIGS. 10-11 Continued 

Referring back to global extreme point definition process 
800, following identification task 1006, a task 1008 is per 
formed. At task 1008, for each of products 600, one of 
extreme points 1202 is found that maximizes Y, i.e., profit. 
These extreme points 1202 were previously retained in 
extreme points database 132. 

Following task 1008, a task 1010 is performed. At task 
1010, all of the maximum extreme points 1202, (X,Y) are 
Summed to obtain a global maximum extreme point, (XX, 
XY). The maximum extreme point 1202, (X,Y) rep 
resents one of promotion choices 202 for the corresponding 
product 600 that yields the highest possible profit for that 
product 600. Consequently, this global maximum extreme 
point represents the highest possible profit for the entire com 
bination of products 600. 
A task 1012 is performed in connection with task 1010. At 

task 1012, this global maximum extreme point, (XXXY). 
is established on a global frontier. 

Next, a task 1014 is performed. At task 1014, all remaining 
extreme points 1202 for all products 600 from extreme points 
database 132 are sorted in order of minimum to maximum 
slope 1204, (X,Y) - 

Following task 1014, a task 1100 finds the next one of 
extreme points 1202 having the minimum slope 1204 from 
the sorted list. This next extreme point 1202 represents the 
objective function: max(f)=WX+(1-2)Y. 
A task 1102, performed in response to task 1100, estab 

lishes this next extreme point 1202 on the global frontier 
extending along “a” (in this first iteration a-0) from the global 
maximum extreme point, (XX, XY). 

Next, a task 1104 discards this extreme point 1202 from the 
Sorted list so that is it no longer under consideration. 
The execution of tasks 1008, 1010, 1012, 1014, 1100, and 

1102 is exemplified below in connection with FIGS. 14-15. 
Subsequent tasks in the flowchart of FIGS. 10-11 shall be 
discussed herein below, following discussion of FIGS. 14-15. 

FIGS. 14-15 

FIG. 14 shows a table 1400 of global extreme points 1402 
for a profit objective 1404 versus a revenue objective 1406 
obtained through the execution of tasks 1008, 1010, 1012, 
1014, 1100, and 1102 of global extreme point definition sub 
process 800. FIG. 15 shows a graph 1500 of an exemplary first 
global frontier 1502 of global extreme points 1402. 
A global maximum extreme point, (XX, XY), 1408 is 

listed in table 1400 and is illustrated in graph 1500. A second 
global extreme point 1410 is also listed in table 1400 and is 
illustrated in graph 1500. It should be noted that second 
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14 
global extreme point 1410 is one of extreme points 1202 for 
all products 600 having the minimum slope 1204. In accor 
dance with the present invention, the X (revenue amount 608) 
and Y (profit amount 606) values for second global extreme 
point 1410 are added to global maximum extreme point 1408 
to establish the location of second global extreme point 1410 
on first global frontier 1502 as an extension from global 
maximum extreme point 1408. 

It should also be noted in graph 1500 that a lower limit 1504 
of margin budget 146 is illustrated. Through the execution of 
tasks in global extreme point definition subprocess 800, first 
global frontier 1502 is established until lower limit 1504 of 
margin budget 146 is reached. That is, establishment of first 
global frontier 1502 is restricted by lower limit 1504 of first 
global frontier 1502. 

FIGS. 10-11 Continued 

Referring back to global extreme point definition subpro 
cess 800, following task 1104, a query task 1106 is per 
formed. At query task 1106, a determination is made as to 
whether lower limit 1504 of margin budget 146 has been 
reached. When lower limit 1504 has not been reached, pro 
cess control loops back to task 1100 to find the next extreme 
point 1202 having minimal slope 1204, and subsequently 
establish it on first global frontier 1502. When lower limit 
1504 has been reached, subprocess 800 proceeds with a task 
1108. 
At task 1108, global extreme points 1402 on first global 

frontier 1502 are saved in connection with their slope, w, 804 
and an index, “a” (in this first iteration a 0) in global extreme 
points database 134. These global extreme points 1402 rep 
resent those optimums on the right side of the strategy triangle 
of FIG. 3. 

Following task 1108, a query task 1110 determines 
whether the selected objective 'X' represents the intermedi 
ate between revenue and unit sales (i.e., 0<a-1). When X is 
not the intermediate, that is, when X is either revenue (a-0) or 
unit sales (a-1), process control proceeds to a query task 
1112. However, when X is the intermediate between revenue 
and unit sales, process control proceeds to a query task 1114 
(discussed below). 
Query task 1112 determines whether the aforementioned 

tasks are to be performed for another objective 'X'. In a 
preferred embodiment, the tasks are repeated to obtain the 
optimums on the left side of the strategy triangle of FIG.3 for 
X-unit sales (a=1). In addition, the tasks are repeated to 
obtain the optimums that define intermediate global extreme 
points along a three dimensional frontier Surface constrained 
by margin budget 146 for X=(1-a)*revenue)+(a unit sales) 
and 0<a-1). Consequently, when the aforementioned tasks 
have not yet been performed for the next objective, for 
example, unit sales, process control loops back to task 1002. 
The execution of task 1006 of global extreme definition sub 
process 800 for the unit sales objective is exemplified below 
in connection with FIGS. 16-17. In addition, the execution of 
tasks 1008, 1010, 1012, 1014, 1100, and 1102 of global 
extreme point definition subprocess 800 for the unit sales 
objective is exemplified below in connection with FIGS. 
18-19. Subsequent tasks in the flowchart of FIGS. 10-11 shall 
be discussed herein below, following discussion of FIGS. 
16-19. 

FIGS. 16-17 

FIG. 16 shows a table 1600 that may form part of extreme 
points database 132 in which identified second extreme 
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points 1602 of profitamount 606 versus unit sales amount 610 
found for each of products 600 may be retained. FIG. 17 
shows a graph 1700 of an exemplary frontier 1702 of second 
extreme points 1602 of profit 606 versus unit sales 610 for one 
of products 600, labeled “A.” As shown in graph 1700, profit 5 
606 is still represented by the y axis and units sales 610 is 
represented by the x axis. 
A number of demand outcomes 604 for profit 606 versus 

unit sales 610 for product “A” 600 are shown in graph 1700. 
Identification task 1006 finds the set of second extreme points 
1602 that belong on frontier 1702. A first one 1704, labeled 
“1”, of second extreme points 1602 represents one of promo 
tion choices 202 for which maximum profit 606 can be real 
ized. Subsequent sequential second extreme points 1602 are 
those points having a minimum slope, (AY/AX)-w, with a 
larger X-coordinate, i.e., unit sales 610. The slope, w, is the 
value needed to get to the “next extreme point along frontier 
1702. Exemplary second extreme points 1602 and a mini 
mum slope, w, 1604 are presented in table 1600. 2O 
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FIGS 18-19 

FIG. 18 shows a table 1800 of global extreme points 1802 
for profit objective 1404 versus a unit sales objective 1806 25 
obtained through the execution of tasks 1008, 1010, 1012, 
1014, 1100, and 1102 of global extreme point definition sub 
process 800. FIG. 19 shows a graph 1900 of an exemplary 
second global frontier 1902 of global extreme points 1802. 
A global maximum extreme point, (XX, XY), 1808 is 30 

listed in table 1800 and is illustrated in graph 1900. A second 
global extreme point 1810 is also listed in table 1800 and is 
illustrated in graph 1900. It should be noted that second 
global extreme point 1810 is one of extreme points 1602 for 
all products 600 having the minimum slope 1604. In accor 
dance with the present invention, the X (unit sales amount 
610) and Y (profit amount 606) values for second global 
extreme point 1610 are added to global maximum extreme 
point 1808 to establish the location of second global extreme a 
point 1610 on second global frontier 1902 as an extension 
from global maximum extreme point 1808. 
A lower limit 1904 (adjusted for profit versus unit sales) of 

margin budget 146 is illustrated in graph 1900. Through the 
execution of tasks in global extreme point definition Subpro- 45 
cess 800, second global frontier 1902 is established until 
lower limit 1904 of margin budget 146 is reached. That is, 
establishment of second global frontier 1902 is restricted by 
lower limit 1904 of second global frontier 1902. As discussed 
above, process control loops back to task 1100 to find the next 50 
extreme point 1602 having minimal slope 1604, and subse 
quently establish it on second global frontier 1902. When 
lower limit 1904 has been reached, global extreme points 
1802 on second global frontier 1902 are saved in connection 
with their slope, w, 1004 and an index, “a” (where a=1 in this 55 
second iteration of subprocess 800) in global extreme points 
database 134. These global extreme points 1902 represent 
those optimums on the left side of the strategy triangle of FIG. 
3. 

35 

60 

FIGS. 10-11 Continued 

Referring back to global extreme point definition subpro 
cess 800, following a second iteration of subprocess 800 
when a determination is made at query task 1112 that the 65 
aforementioned tasks are to be performed for yet another 
objective 'X' as discussed above, process control again loops 

16 
back to task 1002 to select the next objective, X. For this 
situation, the next objective is X, where X=(1-a)*revenue)+ 
(a unit sales). 

In this illustration, the aforementioned tasks are repeated to 
obtain the optimums that define intermediate global extreme 
points that represent a two-dimensional Surface in a three 
dimensional space, i.e., a frontier Surface, constrained by 
margin budget 146 for X=(1-a)*revenue)+(aunit sales) and 
0<a<1. As such, “a” is initialized to a-K, where K equals the 
index constant, 0.1. Processing begins with the index “a” at 
0.1 because the case where a=0 was found above as the 
profit-revenue first global frontier curve 1502. Although an 
index constant K of 0.1 is utilized herein, it should be under 
stood, that the index constant need not necessarily be 0.1, but 
can be greater or Smaller than 0.1. 

In general, the object is to sweep the frontier surface in the 
three dimensions of profit, revenue, and unit sales by an index 
“a” from 0 to 1. Once the frontier surface of extreme points for 
all the sums over all products 600 is obtained, a solution may 
be selected. 
As discussed previously, task 1006 is performed for each of 

products 600 to identify each extreme point and slope, task 
1008 is performed to find one extreme point (X,Y) that 
maximizes Y. and task 1010 subsequently sums all extreme 
points (X,Y) to obtain the global maximum extreme 
point. Now, task 1012 establishes the global maximum, (XX, 
XY), on the global frontier surface. As before, the remain 
ing extreme points are sorted at task 1014, and task 1100 finds 
a “next intermediate extreme point having a minimum slope. 
The next intermediate extreme point represents a solution for 
the objective function max(f)= ((1-a)*revenue)+(aunit 
sales))+(1-2)profit, where 0<a<1. This “next intermediate 
extreme point is established on the frontier surface extending 
along index “a” from the global maximum, (XX, XY) at 
task 1102 and is discarded from the sorted list at task 1104. 

Query task 1106 determines whether the lower limit of 
margin budget 146 is reached, and process control loops back 
to task 1100 when the lower limit of margin budget 146 has 
not been reached to find the next intermediate extreme point 
extending along index “a”. However, when the lower limit of 
margin budget 146 is reached, program control proceeds to 
task 1108 where the global intermediate extreme points are 
saved in global extreme points database 134 with slope, W, and 
index “a”. 

Following task 1108, query task 1110 determines whether 
X represents the intermediate between revenue and sales. In 
keeping with the present illustration and this third objective in 
which X=(1-a)*revenue)+(a unit sales), and 0<a-1, pro 
cess flow continues with query task 1114. 
At query task 1114, a determination is made as to whether 

index a-1-K, which equals, in this case 0.9. When index “a” 
does not equal 0.9, Subprocess 800 proceeds to a task 1116. 
At task 1116, the index “a” is incremented by the index 

constant K, and process control loops back to task 1006 to 
identify extreme points and slopes for each product at the 
incremented value of a, and to find additional intermediate 
extreme points on the frontier surface. However, when “a” 
equals 0.9, process control proceeds to query task 1112 to 
determine whether the aforementioned tasks are to be per 
formed for another objective “X” as discussed above. Of 
course, following repeated iterations for X-revenue, X-unit 
sales, and X an intermediate between revenue and unit sales, 
global extreme point definition Subprocess exits. The pro 
cessing of intermediate extreme points ends with the index 
“a” at 0.9 because the case where a=1 was found above as the 
profit-unit sales second global frontier curve 1902. The result 
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of execution of subprocess 800 when X is an intermediate 
between revenue and unit sales is generally illustrated below 
in connection with FIG. 20. 

FIG. 20 

FIG. 20 shows a graph 2000 of an exemplary frontier 
surface 2002 that may obtained through the execution of the 
global extreme point definition subprocess 1200. Frontier 
surface 2002 is projected onto a three dimensional coordinate 
system of profit, revenue, and unit sales. Frontier Surface 
2002 is represented by a shower of extreme-point trajectories 
Sweeping between 0 and 1. 

FIGS. 8-9 Continued 

Referring back to enterprise-scale optimization Subprocess 
414, following execution of global extreme point definition 
subprocess 800, a query task 808 is performed. At query task 
808, a determination is made as to whether margin budget 146 
can be met by any extreme point. Although the following 
tasks associated with margin budget 146 are described sepa 
rately from global extreme point definition subprocess 800 
for illustrative purposes, their execution may alternatively be 
embedded within subprocess 800 as the global extreme points 
are defined. When there are one or more global extreme points 
that meet margin budget, process control proceeds to a task 
900 (discussed below). However, when there are no global 
extreme points that meet margin budget 146, program control 
proceeds to a task 810. 

At task 810, the previously computed demand outcomes 
for products 600 at their current prices are utilized with the 
mix of products 600 and promotion choices 202. Typically, 
the profit-revenue first global frontier 1502 has points above 
the margin budget lower limit. If it does not, then even pure 
profit promotion strategy 302 has insufficient margin to sat 
isfy margin budget. If this is the situation, decisions cannot be 
made that lead toward an optimal promotion plan 128. Con 
sequently, an alternative solution is found. This alternative 
solution will include a combination of products 600 and pro 
motion combinations 200 and selectively utilize products that 
are held to their current prices. 

In response to task 810, a task 812 is performed. At task 
812, promotion optimization engine 116 finds global extreme 
points on the profit-X frontier where X-negative revenue. 
A task 814 is performed in cooperation with task 812. At 

814, a first extreme point is selected from the profit-X frontier 
that meets margin budget 146. The result of execution of tasks 
810, 812, and 814 is generally illustrated below in connection 
with FIG. 21. Subsequent tasks in the flowchart of FIGS. 8-9 
beginning with task 900 shall be discussed herein below, 
following discussion of FIG. 21. 

FIG 21 

FIG. 21 shows a graph 2100 of an exemplary situation in 
which a solution does not meet margin budget 146. The top 
point of the profit-X frontier is maximum profit and the first 
point that meets (i.e. falls within) margin budget 146 require 
ment is the highest profit frontier option that is still feasible. 
There may be higher profit points inside the profit-negative 
revenue frontier, but this finds a feasible, profitable solution 
without having to search an astronomical number of combi 
nations. 

FIGS. 8-9 Continued 

Referring back to enterprise-scale optimization Subprocess 
414, program control continues with task 900. At task 900, the 
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18 
global extreme points are utilized to resolve strategy solu 
tions. Once the global extreme points on surface frontier 2002 
are found, fifteen strategy solutions 300 are selected. Pure 
profit strategy 302, pure-revenue strategy 304, and pure-unit 
sales strategy 306 can be readily ascertained. The maximum 
profit and maximum revenue can be found from first global 
frontier curve 1502 (a-0). Similarly, the maximum unit sales 
curve can be found from second global frontier curve 1902 
(a=1). 

It is possible that the maximum revenue Solution is reached 
with margin to spare above margin budget 146, but typical 
problems reach margin budget 146 along second global fron 
tier curve 1902 (a-1) before the revenue reaches its maxi 
mum. It is less likely that a maximum units solution will have 
margin to spare as any decrease in price will increase units 
and decrease margin. It is possible to have lower prices with 
lower unit sales if a lower promotional lift is available. 
Once the pure strategy triangle with its three edges and 

slopes are found, intermediate strategy solutions can be deter 
mined for promotion strategies 300 by taking weighted aver 
ages of the profit, revenue, and unit sales of the pure-strategy 
Solutions, i.e., pure-profit strategy 302, pure-revenue strategy 
304, and pure-unit sales strategy 306. This intermediate strat 
egy solution of extreme points on the frontier Surface is then 
geometrically projected onto the plane of the strategy triangle 
of FIG. 3. Weighted average calculations can then be per 
formed as discussed in connection with FIG.3. In the space of 
the projected-to strategy triangle, a determination can be 
made as to which extreme point is geometrically closest to the 
weighted average. The result of execution of task 900 is 
generally illustrated below in connection with FIGS. 22-23. 
Subsequent tasks in the flowchart of FIGS. 8-9 shall be dis 
cussed herein below, following discussion of FIGS. 22-23. 

FIGS 22-23 

FIG.22 shows a chart 2200 of global extreme points 2202 
obtained through the execution of global extreme point defi 
nition subprocess 1200 that take into account three objectives 
of the enterprise, i.e., profit, revenue, and unit sales. FIG. 23 
shows a table 2300 of fifteen strategy solutions 2302, labeled 
S1 through S15, i.e., extreme points 2202 for each of promo 
tion strategies 300 obtained from frontier surface 2002 of the 
three objectives of the enterprise. 

Chart 2200 mimics the strategy triangle of FIG. 3, but 
includes the defined extreme points 2202 retained in global 
extreme points database 134. Table 2300 provides the X,Y,Z 
values, i.e. profit, revenue, and unit sales, for each of extreme 
points 2202 that are the selected strategy solutions 2302. 
Strategy nomenclature 2304 is provided in chart 2300 to 
provide correspondence with extreme points 2202 for ease of 
understanding, where “P” is profit, “R” is revenue, and “US” 
is unit sales. In addition, table 2300 provides a slope, W. 2306 
for each of strategy solutions 2302 and the trajectory, index 
“a” 2308 for each of strategy solutions 2302. 

FIGS. 8-9 Continued 

Referring back to enterprise-scale optimization Subprocess 
414, following task 900, program control continues with a 
task 902. At task 902, the consistency or reality of strategy 
solutions 2302 is verified. Sometimes, the nearest points to 
the weighted average values are far enough away from their 
ideal locations that the objectives (profit, revenue, unit sales) 
come out in the wrong order. This can happen when a pro 
motion event has products with similar demand characteris 
tics and few offer 204 and price rule 206 options. Conse 
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quently, there is a small selection of optimization choices. 
When, for example, a revenue-profit optimization comes out 
with less profit than a pure-revenue optimization, this incon 
sistency may be resolved by setting both Strategies solutions 
to the pure-revenue value. 5 
A query task 904 is performed in connection with task 

1302. Attask 904, a determination is made as to whether each 
ofstrategy solutions 2302 is consistent with the other strategy 
solutions 2302. When any of strategy solutions 2302 is incon 
sistent, process control proceeds to a task 906. 10 
At task 906, for any inconsistent strategy solutions 2302, 

another strategy solution 2302 is selected. Process control 
then proceeds to a task 908 where all strategy solutions 2302 
are saved. However, when all of strategy solutions 2302 are 
determined to be consistent at task 904, process control pro- 15 
ceeds directly to task 908 to save all strategy solutions 2302. 
An exemplary consistency check table may be utilized during 
the execution of tasks 902,904,906, and 908 and is generally 
illustrated below in connection with FIG. 24. Subsequent 
tasks in the flowchart of FIGS. 8-9 shall be discussed herein 20 
below, following discussion of FIG. 24. 

FIG. 24 

FIG. 24 shows a table 2400 utilized to test the consistency 25 
ofstrategy solutions 2302. Once strategy solutions 2302 have 
been found for all fifteen promotion strategies 300, table 2400 
is reviewed. If a first strategy solution 2402 is less than a 
second strategy solution 2404 in the test value dimension 
2406 than first strategy solution 2402 is replaced by second 30 
strategy solution 2404. 
By way of example, reviewing a first line of table 2400, 

delineated by dashed lines 2408, the profit P of the revenue 
profit, R-P, first strategy solution 2402 is compared with the 
pure revenue, R, second strategy solution 2404. The profit P 35 
of the revenue profit first strategy solution 2402 is compared 
with test value 2406 of profit, P. Test value 2406 represent the 
profit, P. of the pure revenue, R, second strategy solution 
2404. The expectation is that the profit P of the revenue-profit, 
R-P, first strategy solution 2402 should be greater than profit, 40 
P. test value 2406 because R-P first strategy solution 2402 has 
profit built into it and R second strategy solution 2404 does 
not. There are circumstances where the optimization's near 
est point search comes up with solutions where profit, P. of 
R-P first strategy solution 2402 is less than profit, P. test value 45 
2406 for R second strategy solution 2404. When such an 
instance occurs, R-P first strategy solution 2402 is replaced 
with R second strategy solution 2404 to resolve the inconsis 
tency. Since all fifteen strategy solutions 2302 have been 
generated, inconsistencies in all fifteen Strategy solutions 50 
may be resolved. 

FIGS. 8-9 Continued 

Referring back to enterprise-scale optimization Subprocess 55 
414, following task 908, program control continues with a 
task 910. 

At task 910, for the one of strategy solutions 2302 corre 
sponding to the user selected promotion strategy 144, one of 
promotion choices 202 (combination of offer 204 and price 60 
rule 206) is selected for each of products 600 or subset of 
products 600. Selection of promotion choices 202 is deter 
mined by finding those promotion choices 202 that maximize 
the one of strategy solutions 2302. An exemplary linear objec 
tive function may be maxf-WC(1-a)revenue--a(units)+(1-w) 65 
profit, where w is slope 2306 and “a” is the trajectory, index 
“a” 2308 found in table 2300 for the selected strategy solu 
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tion. Thus, slope 2306 and index 2308 serve as a guideline for 
independently obtaining one of promotion choices (offer 204 
and price rule 206) for each of products 600. 

Following task 910, a query task 912 is performed. Query 
task 912 determines whether promotion optimization engine 
116 is to select a subset of products 600 for a promotion event. 
When the user has previously selected an optimization mode 
in which the user selects which products 600 are to be pro 
moted during a promotion event, program control proceeds to 
a query task 914, discussed below. However, when the user 
has previously selected an optimization mode in which opti 
mization engine 116 is to select products 600 for promotion, 
process control proceeds to a task query task 915. 
At query task 915, a determination is made as to whether a 

subset of products 600 has already been selected by promo 
tion optimization engine 116. When a subset of products 600 
was previously chosen by engine 116, process control pro 
ceeds to task 914, discussed below. However, when promo 
tion optimization engine 116 has not yet selected a Subset of 
products 600 for a promotion event, process control proceeds 
to a task 916. 
At task 916, optimization engine 116 selects a subset of 

products 600 for promotion. By way of example, for each of 
the fifteen strategy solutions 2302, those products 600 and 
promotion choices 202 that contribute the most toward the 
linear objective function whose optimum is extreme point 
2202 (found at task 910) are selected. Once a subset of prod 
ucts 600 and promotion choices 202 is selected for each of the 
fifteen strategy solutions 2302, enterprise-scale optimization 
subprocess 414 returns to task 800 to repeat the execution of 
subprocess 414 for the selected subset of products 600 to 
ultimately select, for each of the Subset of products, a promo 
tion choice that optimizes a user defined promotion strategy 
144. Thus, the processing of query tasks 912 and 915, allows 
optimization engine 116 to either select only promotion 
choices 202 (i.e., offers 204 and specific price rules 206) for 
a user-defined list of products or allows optimization engine 
116 to select both a subset of products 600 and promotion 
choices 202 for the selected subset of products 600. 
As mentioned above, when optimization engine 116 is not 

to select a subset of products 600 at query task 912 or when a 
subset of products 600 was previously selected by optimiza 
tion engine 116 at query task 915, process control proceeds to 
task 914. At task 914, promotion plan 128 is constructed. 
Promotion plan 128 contains decisions, in the form of prod 
uct/promotion choice list 154, for one of strategy solutions 
2302 in accordance the user selected promotion strategy 144 
and constrained by margin budget 146. Following task 914, 
enterprise-scale optimization Subprocess 414 exits. Of 
course, it should be recalled that enterprise-scale optimiza 
tion Subprocess 414 is a Subset of promotion plan provision 
process 400. Consequently, demand may be forecast in 
response to promotion plan 128, and promotion plan 128 may 
ultimately be accepted or rejected as described above in con 
nection with promotion plan provision process 400. 

In Summary, the present invention teaches of a system and 
method for optimization of a promotion plan to be imple 
mented during a promotion event. The system and method 
can accomplish enterprise-scale optimization to arrive at an 
optimal promotion plan within reasonable computer process 
ing time limits. In particular, the present invention leverages 
large and complex optimization from Small scatterings of 
options for each product. These Small scatterings can be 
readily aggregated to find global maximums. Moreover, pro 
motion and pricing decisions can be made based on a relative 
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weight of realizing one or more objectives of the enterprise 
through finding global maximums on a three-dimensional 
frontier surface. 

Although the preferred embodiments of the invention have 
been illustrated and described in detail, it will be readily 
apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications 
may be made therein without departing from the spirit of the 
invention or from the scope of the appended claims. For 
example, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the tasks 
depicted in above flowcharts may be partitioned and 
sequenced in a wide variety of ways other than those specifi 
cally described herein. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method of providing a promo 

tion plan for merchandising of products for sale by an enter 
prise comprising: 

receiving base data for said products, said base data includ 
ing allowable offers for said products and price rules that 
affect said offers; 

establishing, by a processor, a margin budget for said pro 
motion plan, said margin budget defining an amount of 
margin, relative to a non-promotion price, said enter 
prise is willing to forgo for a promotion event imple 
menting said promotion plan and is equal to a margin at 
said non-promotion price minus a marginata promotion 
price; 

generating, by a processor, a scenario for said promotion 
plan in response to said base data; 

optimizing, by the processor, said Scenario to resolve a 
strategy solution for said promotion plan that includes 
three objectives of said enterprise to obtain decisions for 
said promotion plan in accordance with said promotion 
strategy, said decisions being constrained by said margin 
budget and said optimizing comprises: 
for said each of said products, identifying promotion 

choices of said allowable offers as affected by said 
price rules; 

modeling market demand for said each of said products 
to receive demand outcomes responsive to said pro 
motion choices; and 

utilizing said demand outcomes to obtain said decisions; 
identifying extreme points for said each of said products 

from said demand outcomes; 
finding first global extreme points for all of said products 

from said extreme points, said first global extreme 
points characterizing a trade-off between realizing a 
first and second one of objectives; 

finding second global extreme points for all of said prod 
ucts from said extreme points, said second global 
extreme points characterizing a trade-off between 
realizing said first objective and a third one of objec 
tives; 

finding intermediate global extreme points between said 
first and second global extreme points that character 
ize a trade-off between realizing said first, second, and 
third objectives; and 

employing said first, second, and intermediate global 
extreme points in optimizing said scenario; and 

presenting, by the processor, said promotion plan indicat 
ing said obtained decisions for implementation by said 
enterprise during said promotion event, said obtained 
decisions including a list of said products, each of said 
products in said list being associated with one of said 
offers and one of said price rules. 

2. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said generating 
operation comprises: 
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selecting a portion of said products for potential inclusion 

in said promotion plan; and 
said optimizing operation utilizing said portion of said 

products to yield said promotion plan indicating said 
obtained decisions for said portion of said products. 

3. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said enterprise 
includes a plurality of stores, and said generating operation 
comprises selecting a portion of said plurality of stores for 
implementation of said promotion plan. 

4. A method as claimed in claim 3 wherein each of said 
portion of said stores markets said products in said list at a 
store specific regular price, and said method further com 
prises adjusting, at each of said portion of said stores, said 
store specific regular price of said products in said list to a 
promotion price in accordance with said associated one offer 
and said one price rule. 

5. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said generating 
operation comprises defining a promotion strategy for said 
promotion event. 

6. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said defining 
operation comprises: 

identifying objectives of said enterprise; and 
combining said objectives to form said promotion Strategy. 
7. A method as claimed in claim 6 wherein: 
said combining operation establishes a hierarchy of said 

objectives; and 
said optimizing operation obtains said decisions in accor 

dance with said hierarchy. 
8. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said finding 

operation comprises: 
selecting an optimal demand outcome for said each of said 

products from said demand outcomes, said optimal 
demand outcome optimizing an objective of said enter 
prise; 

combining said extreme points associated with said opti 
mal demand outcome for said each of said products to 
obtain a first one of said global extreme points. 

9. A method as claimed in claim 8 further comprising: 
establishing a frontier of said global extreme points that 

extends from said first global extreme point; and 
restricting a set of said global extreme points in said fron 

tier by a lower limit of said margin budget. 
10. A method as claimed in claim 1 wherein said utilizing 

operation comprises: 
defining a frontier from said demand outcomes for said 

products, said frontier being constrained by said budget 
margin; 

choosing an extreme point on said frontier that most 
closely corresponds to a predetermined promotion strat 
egy for said promotion event; and 

ascertaining from said extreme point a guideline for inde 
pendently obtaining said one of said offers and said one 
of said price rules for said each of said products in said 
promotion plan. 

11. A method as claimed in claim 1 further comprising: 
determining, in response to said optimizing operation, an 

inability to obtain said decisions within said margin 
budget; 

receiving current prices for said products; and 
repeating said optimizing operation for said scenario ulti 

lizing said base data of allowable offers for said products 
and said price rules and selectively utilizing said current 
prices for said products to obtain said decisions that are 
within said margin budget, said decisions including said 
list of said products wherein a subset of said products in 
said list are associated with corresponding ones of said 
regular prices. 
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12. A method as claimed in claim 1 further comprising 
modeling market demand for said each of said products in 
said list following said optimizing operation. 

13. A method as claimed in claim 12 wherein said enter 
prise includes a plurality of stores, each of said stores markets 
said products in said list at Store specific regular prices, and 
said method further comprises: 

computing, for each of said stores, promotion prices for 
said products in accordance with said associated offers 
and said price rules relative to said store specific regular 
prices; and 

performing said modeling operation to forecast demand of 
said products at said each of said stores during said 
promotion event. 

14. A system for providing a promotion plan for merchan 
dising of products for sale by an enterprise comprising: 

an input for receiving base data for said products, a margin 
budget, and a promotion strategy from a user, said base 
data including allowable offers for said products and 
price rules that affect said offers, said margin budget 
defining an amount of margin, relative to a non-promo 
tion price, said enterprise is willing to forgo for a pro 
motion event implementing said promotion plan and is 
equal to a margin at said non-promotion price minus a 
margin at a promotion price; 

a scenario generator in communication with said input for 
acquiring said base data, said budget margin, and said 
promotion strategy to generate a scenario for said pro 
motion plan; 

an optimization engine, in communication with said sce 
nario generator, configured to identify promotion 
choices of said allowable offers as affected by said price 
rules, model market demand for said each of said prod 
ucts to receive demand outcomes responsive to said 
promotion choices, utilize said demand outcomes to 
resolve a strategy solution for said promotion plan that 
includes three objectives of said enterprise to obtain 
decisions for said promotion plan in accordance with 
said promotion strategy with said decisions being con 
strained by said margin budget, identifying extreme 
points for said each of said products from said demand 
outcomes; find first global extreme points for all of said 
products from said extreme points, said first global 
extreme points characterizing a trade-off between real 
izing a first and second one of objectives, find second 
global extreme points for all of said products from said 
extreme points, said second global extreme points char 
acterizing a trade-off between realizing said first objec 
tive and a third one of objectives, find intermediate glo 
bal extreme points between said first and second global 
extreme points that characterize a trade-off between 
realizing said first, second, and third objectives; and 
employing said first, second, and intermediate global 
extreme points in optimizing said Scenario; 

an output for presenting said promotion plan indicating 
said obtained decisions for implementation by said 
enterprise during said promotion event, said obtained 
decisions including a list of said products, each of said 
products in said list being associated with one of said 
offers and one of said price rules; and 

a processor in communication with said Scenario generator 
and said optimization engine to execute said Scenario 
generator and said optimization engine. 

15. A system as claimed in claim 14 wherein said optimi 
Zation engine is configured to obtain said decisions in accor 
dance with a hierarchy of objectives of said enterprise, said 
objectives forming said promotion strategy. 
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16. A system as claimed in claim 14 wherein said optimi 

Zation engine is configured to define a frontier from said 
demand outcomes for said products, said frontier being con 
strained by said budget margin, said optimization engine is 
further configured to choose an extreme point on said frontier 
that most closely corresponds to said promotion strategy and 
ascertain from said extreme point a guideline for indepen 
dently obtaining said one of said offers and said one of said 
price rules for said each of said products in said promotion 
plan. 

17. A system as claimed in claim 14 wherein said optimi 
Zation engine is configured to model market demand for said 
each of said products in said list following said optimizing 
operation. 

18. A system as claimed in claim 14 further comprising 
receiving a defined promotion strategy for said promotion 
event. 

19. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
storing computer executable code thereon to provide a pro 
motion plan for merchandising of products for sale by an 
enterprise, the medium comprising: 

a library of base data for said products, said base data 
including allowable offers for said products and price 
rules that affect said offers; and 

executable code for instructing a processor to create said 
promotion plan, said executable code instructing said 
processor to perform operations comprising: 

establishing a margin budget for said promotion plan, said 
margin budget defining an amount of margin, relative to 
a non-promotion price, said enterprise is willing to forgo 
for a promotion event implementing said promotion 
plan and is equal to a margin at said non-promotion price 
minus a margin at a promotion price; 

generating a scenario for said promotion plan in response 
to said base data; 

optimizing said scenario to resolve a strategy solution for 
said promotion plan that includes three objectives of said 
enterprise to obtain decisions for said promotion plan in 
accordance with said promotion strategy, said decisions 
being constrained by said margin budget, said optimiz 
ing comprising: 
for said each of said products, identifying promotion 

choices of said allowable offers as affected by said 
price rules; 

modeling market demand for said each of said products 
to receive demand outcomes responsive to said pro 
motion choices; and 

utilizing said demand outcomes to obtain said decisions; 
identifying extreme points for said each of said products 

from said demand outcomes; 
finding first global extreme points for all of said products 

from said extreme points, said first global extreme 
points characterizing a trade-off between realizing a 
first and second one of objectives; 

finding second global extreme points for all of said prod 
ucts from said extreme points, said second global 
extreme points characterizing a trade-off between 
realizing said first objective and a third one of objec 
tives; 

finding intermediate global extreme points between said 
first and second global extreme points that character 
ize a trade-off between realizing said first, second, and 
third objectives; and 

employing said first, second, and intermediate global 
extreme points in optimizing said scenario; and 

presenting said promotion plan indicating said obtained 
decisions for implementation by said enterprise during 
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said promotion event, said obtained decisions including 
a list of said products, each of said products in said list 
being associated with one of said offers and one of said 
price rules. 

20. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium as 
claimed in claim 19 wherein said executable code instructs 
said processor to perform operations of said utilizing opera 
tion comprising: 

identifying extreme points for said each of said products 
from said demand outcomes; and 

finding global extreme points for all of said products from 
said extreme points, said global extreme points charac 
terizing a trade-off between realizing a first one and a 
second one of said objectives, said finding operation 
including: 

Selecting an optimal demand outcome for said each of said 
products from said demand outcomes, said optimal 
demand outcome optimizing an objective of said enter 
prise; 

combining said extreme points associated with said opti 
mal demand outcome for said each of said products to 
obtain a first one of said global extreme points; 

establishing a frontier of said global extreme points that 
extends from said first global extreme point; and 
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restricting a set of said global extreme points in said fron 

tier by a lower limit of said margin budget; and 
employing said set of said global extreme points in opti 

mizing said scenario. 
21. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium as 

claimed in claim 19 wherein said executable code instructs 
said processor to perform operations comprising: 

determining, in response to said optimizing operation, an 
inability to obtain said decisions within said margin 
budget; 

receiving current prices for said products; and 
repeating said optimizing operation for said scenario ulti 

lizing said base data of allowable offers for said products 
and said price rules and selectively utilizing said current 
prices for said products to obtain said decisions that are 
within said margin budget, said decisions including said 
list of said products wherein a subset of said products in 
said list are associated with corresponding ones of said 
regular prices. 

22. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium as 
claimed in claim 19 further comprising executable code for 
instructing said processor to define a promotion strategy for 
said promotion event. 


